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OE BCT Meeting Minutes 
(BRAC Cleanup Team) 

July 11, 2002 
Ord Military Community, California 

 
 Final Version 

 
Attendees: 
John Chesnutt, USEPA Pam Couch, DENR 
Rizgar Ghazi, DTSC George Siller, USACE 
David Eisen, USACE Chris Duymich, Parsons 
Gail Youngblood, DENR  
Bruce Wilcer, Harding ESE  
Gary Griffith, Parsons  
Chieko Nguyen, DENR  
Juan Koponen, USACE  
  
 
Action Items List 
Action Items list was updated from June OE BCT meeting. 
 
Fieldwork Update 
- Del Rey Oaks workplan was finalized. 
- DTSC comments on Del Rey Oaks workplan were received.  DTSC noted that not all of 
the previous recommendations from USA Environmental’s After Action Report were 
addressed in the workplan.  DTSC will forward a list of previous After Action Report 
recommendations to the Army.   
- Army will review and refine the list of previous DRO recommendations and forward to 
the agencies formally.   
- Del Rey Oaks berm deconstruction is complete.  One 2.36” spent rocket motor was 
found at approx. 4 ft depth. 
- Machine gun links areas was expanded to portions of 2 more grids.  Scraping is 
complete. Sifting to begin on Monday. 
- Review period on operational burn plan will end July 19 
- R43-48 Site Specific Workplan is delayed to include cleanup depth evaluation.  Draft 
issue scheduled for 8/1 with comments due 9/2.  Draft final scheduled for 9/16 with 
comments due by 9/30. 
- Suggestion was made to insert an introduction/flowchart to each of the draft final 
interim remedial action workplans. 
- Suggestion was made for the Army to submit a memo/letter after the Record of 
Decision is signed to include (1.) schedule for remedial design/remedial action, for three 
sites (2.) explaination that RAWP components for R43-48 were completed 
previously/show flowchart, and (3.) statement that this meets the FFA requirement for 
RAWP for R43-48. 
- Fuel breaks work continues.  Chieko Nguyen to determine where fuelbreaks work is 
mentioned in TCRA Memo. 
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- Scenario of what if a wildfire occurs was discussed.  It was noted that Monterey County 
and Office of Emergency Services (OES) and fire agencies have a procedure for 
responding to a wildfire.  Army should provide frag distance info to OES.   
 
Security Update (see handout) 
- Incident Report for OE incident #474 to be provided to Rizgar Ghazi 
 
IA Record of Decision 
- EPA suggest coordinating ARARs with Air Pollution Control District prior to signing 
the Record of Decision. 
- Agencies to comment on draft Interim Action Record of Decision by Monday. 
 
Schedule Update 
- Comments on Air SAP will be due 8/1/02.  Army wants to coordinate with air 
workgroup. 
- Comments on veg tech clearance memo to be submitted to DTSC 7/12 and EPA 7/19.   
Air District already submitted comments. 
- All agreed to changes noted in IA ROD and workplan schedules. 
- IA ROD comment resolution meeting scheduled for 7/31 in Oakland. 
 


